
Dear AquaFinesse user,

Thank you for choosing the AquaFinesse maintenance system. This kit contains all you need for starting with AquaFinesse, which guarantees 
crystal clear and soft water.
You will find step-by-step instructions below for obtaining beautiful, clear water in a responsible and especially user-friendly manner!

Contents 
• 1 litre bottle AquaFinesse liquid  • 1 small dispenser / *or measuring spoon
• 1 measuring cup   • 1 AquaFinesse SpaClean tablet
• 1 pot SWE disinfection tablets 90   • 2 AquaFinesse Filter Cleaner tablets
 / *or SWE disinfection granules 65

Preparation:
It is important to start with a clean spa. In particular, your plumbing may be contaminated. This also applies to new spas. Our AquaFinesse 
SpaClean gives your old or new spa a thorough clean. For elaborate instructions for using the AquaFinesse SpaClean tablet, we refer you to 
the AquaFinesse SpaClean instructions for use. These are included with the tablet. You will find an abridged instruction below.
 
1. Remove the filters to obtain maximum flow.
2. Check that all jets, waterfalls and regulators are open. 
3. Dissolve the AquaFinesse SpaClean tablet in a bucket of water. 
4. Add it to your spa water. If you have a new spa, first fill it with water and then add the dissolved AquaFinesse SpaClean tablet to the water.
5. Activate the pumps at least two or three times at full power during the next 24 hours. 
6. Remove all the water, preferably through the spa’s drain. Your spa is now clean.
7. Fill the spa with ordinary tap water and warm it up before starting the water maintenance.*

*Important: Allow the hose to flush through for at least one minute before filling the spa.
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Weekly maintenance (preferably on a fixed day):
a.  Put clean filters in the spa. (This kit contains a test pack with two AquaFinesse Filter Cleaner tablets for cleaning your filter.) 
b.  Put an SWE disinfection tablet 90 in the dispenser and put the dispenser in the skimmer or grid/container. You will find instructions for putting 
     the tablet in the dispenser on the printed bag containing the pot of disinfection tablets. There should always be a tablet in the dispenser.
     * If sanitising granules are used instead of the tablet, add one level spoon (provided) to the water, after each spa use. 
       When spa is not in use, add a minimum of one spoon weekly.
c.  Add the prescribed amount of AquaFinesse to the water, using the measuring cup supplied. You will find the right dosage on the label on the 
     back of the bottle. 
d. Open all valves and jets. Activate pumps for one minute.

Tips:
- Clean your filters weekly with our AquaFinesse Filter Cleaner tablets. Dissolve two tablets in a bucket of water and allow them to  
 soak for at least two hours. Rinse your filters thoroughly afterwards. 
- Check regularly that all jets, regulators and waterfalls are open.
- Replace the water once every 3-4 months.
- Recommended pH value is between 7.2 and 7.8.
- We recommend a properly working ozone generator or UV lamp. Check its operation regularly!
- Only use aromas that are suitable for your spa, e.g. our Spa de Luxe Bath Crystals.
- With intensive use, we recommend cleaning your filters more often.
- Avoid spa water from coming into contact with body lotion, makeup, sun cream, detergents in swimsuits and cleaning agents.

Also visit our YouTube channel for more information.
For questions or comments, you can contact our official AquaFinesse dealers, our website www.aquafinesse.com
or send an email to info@aquafinesse.com

We wish you plenty of bubble pleasure!
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